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std camrock Camrock represents the best rocker/cam-
ber combination in snowboarding today, and has taken our entire board line 
up a notch. This tried and true camber variant will not disappoint for over-
all mountain performance. With camber between the bindings and rocker 
evenly distributed in the nose and tail, this is the all-mountain, all-conditions 
camber that will leave you stoked and smiling from ear to ear. Standard 
Camrock is the camber choice of our pro team and staff. It is the best hybrid 
rocker/camber profile on the market today - bar none!

freeride camrock Freeride CamRock gives you 
everything you need to slay your backcountry line. There is a touch more 
rocker in the nose to add float and improved maneuverability, matched with 
a small amount of camber under foot to keep your snowboard responsive. A 
small amount of rocker in the tail gives you additional stability and maneu-
verability.
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– Camrock is a unique combination of camber and rocker strategically designed 

and placed to enhance your riding on a daily basis.

– Camrock balances regular camber between the bindings to give you the edge 

hold you need in all conditions while the slight reverse  camber in the tip and 

tail will give you effortless float in the pow.

– Camrock doesn’t hook up in the Park and Flat and is easier riding switch.

– CamRock improves almost everything about snowboarding.

– It does everything a camber board does but it does it better. Why compromise?

 Fact is Camrock rocks! Will Camrock make you a better person? Probably not, 

but it will make you a better rider.

pop camrock POP Camrock will help you dial in your en-
tire bag of tricks by giving you all the pop you need to ollie over anything that 
lies in your path. We added flat spots outside the bindings toward the tip and 
tail that will allow you to load up your pop without sacrificing the playfulness 
of the Camrock design. The camber between your feet gives you stability and 
responsiveness in all conditions and terrain types.
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Swiss Core is a new technology from Nidecker that will change the way 
snowboarders not only ride, but how they look at their snowboards. Requir-
ing an extraordinarily high level of precision in the manufacturing process, 
we consider this new technology similar to the “Swiss Movement” found in 
many of today’s finest Swiss watches. What it simply means is that we took 
a complex matrix of fibers and engineered them in such a way that the board 
reacts differently when flexed in different directions, thus improving per-
formance no matter what your style of riding.

The Biggest Development in Snowboard Construction

since Camrock.

freestyle/jib easily
When the board is flexed down, the matrix forces the edges to rise, thus mak-
ing it easier for the board to slide on rails or boxes without catching an edge.

freeride/better carving
When the board is flexed up, such as when making turns, the matrix forces 
the edges to press down, which allows for superior hold during those turns.

When the board is flexed down, the matrix forces the edges to rise, thus 
making it easier for the board to slide on rails or boxes without catching an 
edge. When the board is flexed up, such as when making turns, the matrix 
forces the edges to press down, which allows for superior hold during those 
turns. What this boils down to is a full on, high-stoke revolution that is going 
to improve your overall ride, no matter what your style of riding

swisscore
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3dn concept 
Our 3D N Concept takes snowboard construction to the next level, providing 
the rider with the ultimate feeling of control: Independent Torsion Flex. Com-
bining carbon fiber, Kevlar, and a host of visionary composite materials into a 
hyper-responsive control matrix, it’s the future…in the form of a snowboard.

freeflex 2.0
In this patented technology, the nose and tail of the board are specially 
molded in a very thin composite material that is layered with a proprietary 
elastomeric covering. This cancels out vibrations and helps provide a unique 
light feel in transitions, due to its reduced thickness. Free Flex 2.0 has one 
of the lowest swing weights in the industry, meaning less chatter for you.

ultimate traction 
Following the 2005 invention of UG, the industry’s 
first traction enhancer, Nidecker, always wanting 
to stay on the cutting edge, took the next step and 
developed the revolutionary ULTIMATE TRACTION 
(UT). With UT, Nidecker’s engineers have taken 
serrated edges to another level. By strategically 
positioning five bumps along the board’s effective 
edges instead of using a more conventional ser-
ration, we have created enhanced reactivity in all 
conditions. As a result, you will have more control 
of your board and way more fun!

– Better grip anytime, anywhere.
– More hold and less fatigue - better performance.
– Extra edge control and more reactivity on any 

mountain.

freeflex 1.0
By reducing the wood and fiberglass in the nose 
and tail, and by reinforcing them with lighter, yet 
stronger, materials such as carbon fiber and Kev-
lar, Free Flex technology allows us to lighten up 
the board significantly while increasing strength, 
durability, and pop. Free Flex also dampens vibra-
tions and provides a unique, light feel in turn tran-
sitions, due to its reduced thickness and profile.

nidecker features
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vibra kevlar

Two strips of Kevlar and Carbon deliver a com-
fortable ride, reducing vibration and chatter under 
your feet. It gives you the confidence to go bigger 
and faster, no matter what the mountain throws 
at you.

schock absorber

Our Shock Absorber is a specially designed elas-
tomeric interlayer, which offers additional comfort 
to the rider, while eliminating vibrations. 

dual plus

Our standard 90-degree biaxial fiberglass is de-
signed for forgiving response throughout your 
ride and universal torsion. It is bombproof, and 
reliable for all terrain types and riders.

pop carbon 

Strategic carbon fiber placed from the tail to the 
rear inserts, and from the nose to the front in-
serts, allows for better response, increased pop 
and stiffness. This is ideal for more aggressive 
riding, and gives you a damper ride in all condi-
tions.

triax plus 

The result of extensive testing with our riders and 
engineers, our Triax laminate is oriented at 35° to 
the board, and contains different glass densities. 
This provides consistent torsional flex, better pop, 
and more reactivity on every turn

edge

Our edges have 35% more steel than typical 
edges, which means that they have two and a 
half times the impact resistance of other edges 
offered on the markettoday.

bck

Our ultimate combination of fibers will fit all your 
needs. Basalt, Carbon and Kevlar (BCK) placed 
from the tail to the rear inserts and from the nose 
to the front  inserts provides a lighter board and 
all the advantages of the BCK fibers: increased 
pop, increased torsional stiffness, and reactivity.

diamonds stone finish 

Diamond-structure stone grinding is the best pos-
sible base finish. The grinding occurs on two axes 
to maximize glide, and to optimize the durability 
of the base.

die-cut 

Die-cut is a base-assembly process in which we 
cut out different shapes of base material, and 
then pièce them together to create bright, appeal-
ing base designs.

5000

This is our universal base. it’s de-
signed to absorb wax, retaining it 
longer. Exceptionally durable, this 
base will take you anywhere.

8000 

We added carbon nanoparticles to 
this sintered base to provide excep-
tional glide. It was developed exclu-
sively by Nidecker and is extremely 
tough.

9000

Our 9000 is not only the fastest 
base available today, it is also eco-
friendly. Produced with carbon na-
noparticles, it has a very dense mo-
lecular structure, making it our most 
durable base material.

6000

A fast material with a diamond-
textured finish, this base is all about 
speed and the ability to take a beat-
ing. It also has superior wax absorp-
tion qualities.

base

fiber
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light core
Our lighest core – NEW for 2015 – 
featuring 3 different wood cores. The 
Light Core is a perfect combination 
of Paulownia for the lighteness, Pop-
lar for the pop and response and a 
hardwood beech along the edges 
to increase core durability, pop and 
protection from edge impacts.

pop core
Starting with beech for superior tor-
sion, and poplar for lightness, we’ve 
added spruce in the nose and tail, 
and found the perfect combination 
of woods to give you more pop than 
any other snowboard offered today.

master core
Master Core construction is a prod-
uct of our long history of experi-
mentation in materials and wood-
craft. It is the perfect harmony of 
different wood densities and wood 
species (poplar, beech, spruce, and 
paulownia), which lightens the core 
and results in a superior weight-to-
performance-to-power ratio, and an 
ultra-strong, uber-responsive, yet 
lightweight, core.

full wood core

This is our standard poplar core 
combined with beech reinforcement. 
The beech on nose and tail provides 
more pop and better stiffness and 
torsion. If you like a consistent ride 
that has a lot of life, this core should 
be your ‘go to’ wood core.

real twin 
The twin-tip shape was designed with freestylers 
in mind. The nose and tail have exactly the same 
dimensions and the stance is centered, so the 
board performs equally well, regardless of your 
orientation. Built to allow riders to jib, spin, stomp, 
and butter, it gives you not just the pop you need, 
but the pop you want. Regular or switch, it doesn’t 
matter, it’s all the same.

twin directional
This is a hybrid shape, combining the Twin-Tip 
and the Directional shapes. It will give you the 
float and control of a Directional shape, but with 
a twin “feel” that helps you perform better switch. 
The stiffness is Twin, but the inserts have a small 
setback like the Directional.

directional
A purely directional board is best for all-mountain 
freeriding. The nose is longer and wider than the 
tail, giving you plenty of control in any terrain, and 
the stance is set back to help you float above the 
pow. Plus, we stiffened the tail to help snap you 
out of turns and keep your speed up.

woodcore

shape

Popular Spruce Beech Pawlonia


